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KANAS Runflat System
This system is for Wheel and Tire
Protection. This is the only
product available in the world-
wide market that can act directly
attached to the hoop, without the
need of a tire to work effectively
in emergency situations.
It can absorb the energy of
impacts without directly
transferring them to the wheel
hoop, thus preventing, in efficient
way the cracking of wheels.

Main Features:
 Can run over 60 mph for more than

50 miles

Fire retardant
 Can run even without tire
 Steel wire and lock
 Sensor box compartment
 Easy installation
 Available in various sizes

Ballistic tests in accordance to International norms had been carried out and the
KANAS RUNFLAT SYSTEM demonstrated a satisfactory behavior, without
presenting significant changes to its original mechanical properties.

TUV Nord – FINABEL
Requirements A.20.A
Combat Tires

Millbrook Proving
Ground – UK VSAG -

CESVI Brazil – Verified
its resistance/durability
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UAE CORPORATE OFFICE:
C1 Tower, #1325, Ajman Free Zone, Ajman, UAE
Ph: +97155 8045855
Email: info@kanasgroup.com

PRODUCTION FACILITY - BRAZIL
Warehouse: Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE

The Origin of Tire and Wheel Protection System
The product “ARMORING FOR PASSENGER CARS” was developed to provide ballistic protection and escaping conditions from risky sites for all
occupants of the vehicle in emergency situations. Over time, the number of companies acting in the installation of armoring vehicles market and the
production of materials for armoring has increased significantly. This competitive situation triggered the development of a number of ballistic materials,
which are lighter, more resistant, and more flexible and with superior performance, among others advantages.

Studies revealed that wheels and tires that are made of high superficial hardness and/or high
mechanical resistance materials, such as steel carbon fiber, and engineering plastics (Nylon,
Teflon, etc) and other materials, have a serious risk of fractures. The basic components of the
alloy wheels can fracture, after being submitted to impacts in pot-holes, which are, unfortunately
very common, specially in the war zones, conflict or post conflict areas.

These systems of tire
protection are used
worldwide, and extremely
important for an armored
vehicle to move from a
risky site during an attack situation. As it is made of a compact structure and high
mechanical resistance, confectioned in polyurethane elastomer (rubber), it has
particular characteristic positively related to the absorption of energy of impacts
without directly transferring them to the wheel hoop, thus preventing, in efficient
way the cracking of wheels. Tests are done in higher temperature160 degrees
Celsius and no breakage or nipping observed.
As this is a product of high mechanical resistance, made with an elastomer base
(rubber), it also prevents the product from braking. Therefore it is very resistant to
the impacts deriving from pot-holes, as well as from firearm bullets, if this occurs,
it does not lose its mechanical functionality.

KANAS RUNFLAT SYSTEM has an excellent locking system to the hoop of the wheel, it allows a balancing without compromising the set wheel-tire.
This prevents the necessity of frequent wheel balancing, in comparison to similar products that are not so adherent to the hoop of the wheel.

Availability of Hoops: KANAS RUNFLAT adjusts to practically any hoop available in the market, differently to other existing similar products.

KANAS RUNFLAT wheel and tire Protection System was developed to install in a great number of models of wheels.
This below table serves to guide which is the maximum and minimum circumferences of each hoop that the KANAS
RUNFLAT Wheel and Tire Protection System could be installed, without losing its capacity of functioning properly.

Please see the Table below:
Circumference Hoop 15" Hoop 16" Hoop 17" Hoop 18" Hoop 19" Hoop 20" Hoop 21” Hoop 22”
Minimum 1070 mm 1150 mm 1240 mm 1290 mm 1350 mm 1375 mm 1520 mm 1620 mm
Maximum 1125 mm 1205 mm 1300 mm 1340 mm 1425 mm 1450 mm 1580 mm 1680 mm
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For purchase inquiries please contact on below details. Distributors / agents are required for Middle East, Far East and Africa.
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